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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a new method for selecting the threshold on wavelet packet denoising. In selecting threshold, 
the method using median is not efficient. Because this method can not recover unvoiced signal corrupted by noise. So 
we partition a speech signal corrupted by noise into the pure noise section and voiced section using autocorrelation and 
entropy. The autocorrelation and entropy can reflect disorder of noise.

The new method yields more improved denoising effect. 
SNR is improved.
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I. Introduction

There are several methods for noise cancelation, but we 

proposed a denoising method with wavelet packets[l]. 

Wavelet transform is an efficient tool in analysis and 

process of data and applied variously in signal processing 

recently. The wavelet packet transform is a generalization 

of the ordinary wavelet transform. Applications of wavelet 

packets that an entropy criterion allows to select the best 

basis are compression and denoising of signal.

In order to reduce the effect of noise, we propose 

preprocessor in speech signal processing using wavelet 

packet denoising[l]. In particular, we want to recover 

unvoiced signal corrupted by noise. In this paper, we 
propose a new wavelet packet denoising method fbr 

selecting threshold. We briefly describe wavelet packets, 
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Especially unvoiced signal is very nicely reconstructed, and 

denoising with wavelet packets and the proposed new 

method in selecting threshold in section 2. In section 3, 
we show an experiment and the result. Section 4 gives 
our concluding remarks.

II. Denoising with Wavelet Packet and 
selecting threshold

2.1. Wavelet Packet Transform
The wavelet packet system was proposed by Ronald 

Coifinan to allow a finer and adjustable resolution of 
frequencies at high frequencies. It gives a rich structure 
that allows adaptation to particular signals or signal classes.

Wavelet packets are particular linear-combinations or 
superpositions of wavelets. They form bases which retain 
the orthogonality, smoothness, and localization properties 
of their parent wavelets. In order to generate a basis 
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system that would allow a higher resolution decomposition 
at high frequencies, we have to iterate (split and down
sample) the highpass branch of the Mallat algorithm tree 

as well as the low pass scaling function branch. If we 
choose to split, the function is replaced by two half-size sets 

of fiinctions created by lowpass and highpass filtering[2].

2.2. The Best Basis Algorithm
From the wavelet packet tree as we have shown in Fig. 

1, one can select a number of orthonormal bases for 

representing a given signal. Coifinan and Wickerhauser 

proposed a rule to select the best orthonormal basis, which 
minimized the Shannon-Weaver (SW) entropy of the vectors 

in the decomposition, Since entropy represents a state of 
disorder, a property of noise, the minimization of entropy 

would improve the SNR of the decomposed signal[3].
The SW entropy of a signal 先=3} is defined as

H(x)= 一、力 log Pi (1)

where, and we set plogp = 0 if p = 0. This is not an 
additive information cost function. We can construct a new 

additive cost function from H(x) by defining

Figure 1. The binary tree for wallet packet transform.

니图 |"(x)+l昭 || 쎄 2 (2)

/!(%)= - ZI 妇2 log I 세2 (3)
I

From Eqs. (2) and (3) we know that minimizing X(x) 

automatically minimizes H(x).

After calculating entropy from each packet nodes, we 

may choose the best basis. Pairs of nodes are considered 
starting from the lowest level and the sum of the entropies 

of the nodes is compared with that of the parent node from 
where these originated. If the parent node has a larger 

entropy, it is replaced by the sum of entropy of children. 

This process is repeated until the original signal at the top 
is reached. Those nodes whose entropy values are 
unchanged in this procedure are marked. Starting from the 

root, the tree is examined and the nodes that come from 

the selected nodes are pruned away. The remaining marked 
nodes as shown shaded in Fig. 2 form the best bases.

2.3. Conventional Thresholding Methods [4] and A 
New Threshold Method

We have a finite length signal of observations 羽 of a 

signal Si corrupted by an i.i.d, zero mean, white Gaussian 

noise n, with standard deviation o, i.e.

Xi=Si-\-oni (4)

where z = 1, 2, 3,…，7V[5]. Our aim is recovering，from

Let W and Wx an NxN wavelet transform matrix and 

its inverse, respectively. In the wavelet domain, Eq. (4) 

becomes

X=S*N (5)

where

X=版，S=应，N= Wn, (6)

and x, s and n are column vectors containing xit and 

respectively, and W maps n to N, which is also zero 

mean white Gaussian with variance (T2 whereas S is 

typically sparse containing only a few large wavelet 
coefficients. Therefore, to estimate signal s, one resorts to 
modification of X by suitable thresholding. A diagonal 
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filtering operation, A, can represent this thresholding

A = diaglli,板,…，In\ ⑺

where 九's are wavelet threshold filters.

With this, the signal estimate is

s= W~x △ l恢 (8)

There are two basic types of the wavelet thresholding. 
The policy for hard thresholding is 'keep or kill*. The 

absolute values of all transform coefficients are compared 
to the fixed threshold . If the magnitude of the coefficient 

is less than , the coefficient is replaced by zero.

ird=\\ 七国* (9)
I 0 otherwise

Soft threshloding shrinkage all the coefficients towards 
the origin in the following way:

sZg께*』[|세一 丁] .rl I
顷=、------- 云-------- 비시(io)

0 otherwise

Soft thresholding smoothes the signal and avoids 
spurious oscillations while hard thresholding achieves 
smaller mean square error (MSE) [2].

Let ( Zi) be i.i.d. N(0,l). Then

払戶 Pr 사)21og 心JtI. nfe、 (11)

where Mn = n- log 2 径 in case of wavelet packets[4]. 

From Eq. (11), we can get Stein* s Unbiased Risk Estimate 
(SURE), that is, an adaptive threshold selection rule 
defined as

p = V (2 log log 2(•시))) (12)

where N is the number of samples in the signal vector 
[6]. With this approach, obtaining risks and minimizing 
them with respect to p values give a threshold selection. 

The method is adaptive through searching a threshold level 
for each wavelet decomposition level.

The above signal model assumes the noise is normally 

distributed with zero mean and variance of 1, which means 
that we have to rescale the threshold values when dealing 
with unsealed and non-white noise. Calculated thresh이ds 
is rescaled by the standard deviation of noise estimated 
from the finest level of the decomposition of each signal 

so that p - a. The noise level is estimated scale by 
scale to take account of the obviously strong high- 

frequency content. In wavelet packet case, ois estimated 
from the first node at each subdecomposition band which 

give the best statistics fbr the noise level estimation.

If {XJ()M力vp are P independent Gaussian random 

variable of zero-mean and variance then

剧M出(IX』)。*制.6745 6 (13)

As a robust estimate of the standard deviation

cr= median 시 /1)/0.6745 (14)

can be used. From Eq. (13) we can define T again[7].

丁=(7 x 秫印”0 死이/1)/0.6745 (15)

The noise in the wavelet transform is, at each resolution 

level, a Gaussian noise which is again approximately 
stationary. We estimate the variance of the noise by 
assuming that most of the empirical wavelet coefficients 

at each res이ution level are noises, and hence that the 
median absolute deviation reflects the size of the typical 
noise[8].

But this method can not reconstruct unvoiced signal in 

noise. In this paper we propose an efficient method. The 

main idea is to partition the noisy signal into the pure noise 
signal and the voiced signal including the unvoiced signal 
in noise. And we apply several different threshold values 
to each partitioned signal.

We will use the absolute magnitude mean of noisy to 
a new threshold. Our intension is to preserve unvoiced 
signal in the corrupted signal. Though the 0 is a good 
threshold for noise cancellation, it is not suitable to 
preserve unvoiced signal in noise. To preserve unvoiced 

signal in noise, we need to find smaller value than for 
a suitable threshold. We assume that the first one second 
of the signal is a pure noise. The absolute magnitude mean
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N o ts e c a n c e a tia n

III. Experiments and Results

In this experiment, we use a speech sample with 8kHz 
sampling rate, 16 bits/sample. And we made noisy speech 
signal by adding Additive White Gaussian Noise. A 
experiment is done as the following steps in Fig. 3.

As a result, we can get more improved denoising signal 
compared with speech signal which is denoised by selecting 
in all speech sections.

In particular, xinvoiced signal is very nicely reconstructed 
as you can see in Fig. 6. And SNR is improved from 20dB 
to 25.61dB.

Sign 泊 R e c o n s tru c tio n

Figure 3. A block diagram of the proposed wav이et packet denoising.

t - p x a
IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new method, which 

partition the noisy signal into the pure noise section and

M, autocorrelation R, and entropy P, of the 
stationary section are defined as follows:

signal in

m=Jl蓦心) (16)

Figure 4. A noisy speech signal.

R= So財试D (17)

P=~ log|x(z)|22 = 0 (18)

where L is the stationary section.

The selection of autocorrelation and entropy is reasonable, 
because they can well reflect disorder of noise. Accordingly, 

we use these two variables to partition the signal into the 
pure noise and the voiced signal including the unvoiced 
signal in noise. And to each section, we apply different 
thresholds.

T== f pxM if(Q〉〈R)V&' and(fix P)<Ff
qx。 otherwise

Figure 5. A denoised speech signal after wavelet packet denoising 

by selecting in all speech section.

(19)

where Rr is signal* s autocorrelation, P is signaf s 
entropy, q=1.5, 8=1.7. a and B are decided by experi
ment. Figure 6. A denoised speech signal after wavelet packet denoising 

by the proposed method.
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the voiced signal including the unvoiced signal in noise 
and apply different thresholds to each partitioned signal. 
After denoising by selecting in all speech sections, we 

lose much information of denoised speech signal and SNR 
is 4.9dB. But after applying the proposed method, we can 

get more improved denoising effect. Especially unvoiced 
signal is very nicely reconstructed, and SNR improves to 
25.6dB for the noisy signal with 20dB.
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